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Abstract: 

Integration of energy storage resources into electricity markets face multiple barriers including high 

capital costs, sitting difficulties, significant energy penalties due to roundtrip efficiency, and the lack of 

market structures that appropriately reflect the value of storage. Capital and operating costs could be 

reduced with advanced storage systems consisting of modular multilevel series/parallel converters 

(M2SPC) that allow the switching of battery pack modules dynamically in both series and parallel. This 

paper explores the economic, reliability and environmental outcomes of adding conventional and 

advanced energy storage systems in a hypothetical de-regulated electricity market. Results indicate that 

while large battery storage dispatch has a positive effect on system benefits, incremental improvements 

in battery efficiency have a small effect reducing the costs of meeting hourly demand. 
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Introduction 
 

Electricity markets manage the delicate balance of supply and demand in a system that predominantly 

relies on fossil fuel and nuclear generation. Energy storage opportunities, principally batteries, have 

been examined as a means to de-couple electricity supply and demand and hence facilitate the 

penetration of renewable intermittent resources. Battery storage represents only a small fraction of 

total generation today, approximately 0.06% [1]. Recent trends however suggest that number is on the 

rise. 62 MW of storage capacity was installed in 2014 with initial estimates of 220 MW installed in 2015; 

two times the installed capacity of 2013 and 2014 combined [2]. 90% of installed capacity in 2014 was in 

front of the meter with approximately 70% using lithium ion as their principle cell chemistry [2]. 

Installed storage capacity is highly geographically concentrated with most utility scale projects occurring 

in PJM [2].  

Recent studies examining the value proposition for battery storage [3] [4] suggest that batteries have a 

unique opportunity for revenue stacking. Their physical location, and the market rules and 

characteristics of supply and demand, are important factors affecting this value. Several studies have 

chosen to focus on maximizing revenue potential in energy markets, and on the opportunities to take 

advantage of the energy arbitrage potential which appears lucrative at first glance [5] [6]. Similar 

academic and professional work has focused on using battery storage as a solution under aggressive 

emission reduction strategies [7]. Further still, studies examine whether the deterministic market 

clearing methodology is appropriate to account for the technical constraints imposed by non-

dispatchable resources and examine whether stochastic models may be more appropriate moving 

forward to integrate intermittent generation and storage assets [8]. Perhaps the most predominant 

literature surrounding battery storage integration focuses on barriers to entry for batteries, notably the 

high capital cost of the assets [9] [10] [11]. 

Roundtrip efficiency is another important operating characteristic that affects the performance of a 

battery and ultimately its value. The cell chemistry of the battery is perhaps the most important 

deterministic component of efficiency, along with the depth of discharge and frequency of use. Zinc 

batteries may range from 70% to 80% efficiency, flow batteries may range from 60% to 65% efficiency, 

sodium batteries may range 75% to 76% efficiency and lithium batteries may range from 90% to 93% 

efficiency [10]. Some literature chooses to evaluate battery integration with fixed efficiency values 
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ranging from 75% [6] [7] up to 93% [10], while others look at ranges of efficiency [5]. Both numeric and 

qualitative studies indicate that lithium is perhaps most advantageous with respect to efficiency [11].  

Advanced Battery Technology: Multi-Level Converter with Series and Parallel Modular 

Connectivity  
 

An innovation for energy storage systems developed at Duke University [12] introduces a modular 

multilevel series/parallel converter (M2SPC) that allows for the dynamic interconnection of battery pack 

modules not only in series, but also in parallel. Broadly defined as power electronics, the supporting 

devices needed to manage a group of batteries that make up a battery cell and deliver power to and 

from the electric grid, can impact the overall installed capital costs and decrease roundtrip efficiency. 

Several battery cells make up an individual battery pack. To appropriately manage the charge levels 

within each battery cell, expensive power and control electronics are needed. Additionally, an inverter is 

needed to manage the direct current (dc) to alternating current (ac) conversion that must occur before 

power is brought onto the grid. The proposed modular integrated battery converter uses new inverter 

topology that allows for reconfigurable connectivity. Typical battery cells hard wired in a battery pack, 

then managed by a power electronics system, are limited by the weakest link in the system. This means 

that if the operating parameters are random variables following a normal probability distribution 

function, the performance is limited by the outliers. To improve performance of the battery system the 

hard-wired pack is arranged into separate modules that can be dynamically reconfigured, into either 

series or parallel configuration. With a dynamically reconfigurable system, it is no longer needed to 

manage a wide range of voltages up to the overall system rating. Each component, managed at its 

individual voltage level, as opposed to the collective, can be manipulated to form a step-wise function, 

mimicking that of sinewave ac voltage. 

  

This approach has several benefits. First, it reduces the need for expensive transformers and filters. 

Second, the inverter needed to send power back to the grid in ac is eliminated. The costs of this 

approach are promising because the economies of scale in the semiconductor business are substantial. 

Consumer electronic products, which traditionally have operated at voltages significantly less than that 

of a battery pack, have pushed the semiconductor business to be efficient, and cheap, on lower voltages 

levels. The ability to operate at lower voltage levels not only provides the flexibility to create ac voltages 

but also to take advantage of the cost savings by eliminating transformers and inductors , and by using 

significantly cheaper semiconductor components. Third, system scalability and maintenance are 
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improved. Cells, and total operating performance, are not co-dependent on other cells. Modular packs 

can be replaced without interruption to the rest of the system. This new battery technology is meant to 

improve both power density and roundtrip efficiency between the cell/pack and the electric grid. 

 

This master’s project is motivated by the need to explore the effects of integrating an advanced battery 

technology in energy markets. We focus on efficiency improvement as the most distinguishing 

characteristic of this technology. While reduced capital costs, improved maintenance, or cycling time of 

the battery, could result in important cost savings, notable increases in roundtrip efficiency appear to be 

the most advantageous parameter improved for energy market dispatch. While research to date has 

explored the market potential of batteries from the investor perspective [5] [6], there is little evidence 

to comment on the societal benefits of battery integration, in particular advanced battery technologies 

with improved roundtrip efficiency. This project focuses on valuing those benefits, from the societal 

perspective in terms of reliability, costs, and air emissions of an organized electricity market coordinated 

by an Independent System Operator. While energy storage systems operating in a re-structured power 

system could get payments from different markets, our focus is exclusively in energy markets. We hope 

to contribute to the growing body of research that looks at isolating the effects of efficiency as an 

important operating parameter while expanding the research to include the value of such assets from 

the perspective of the system operator.  

Objectives 
 

The purpose of this analysis is to examine the value of incremental differences in roundtrip efficiency in 

a general battery system deployed in energy markets. We aim at comparing total system costs, 

reliability indicators and total system emissions when an electricity system operates with and without 

batteries and to explore the effect of battery size and roundtrip efficiency.  We also seek to assess the 

investment opportunity of batteries, principally looking at the net present value of the asset, given the 

dispatch characteristics and assumed cycle lifetimes, and to understand the sensitivity of profits as a 

function of installed capital cost and assumed economic life under fixed and variable operating 

characteristics.  
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Data and Methods 
 

Data 
 

Our method consists of simulating the operations of a hypothetical electric power system built off the 

work of Cornelius, Bandyopadhyay and Patino-Echeverri [13][14][15]. The model electricity system 

consists of 43 power generating coal and gas fired units. The natural gas units are a mixture of combined 

cycle, combustion turbine and steam turbine units. While each natural gas unit receives the same 

natural gas price, the combined cycle, combustion turbine and steam turbine have distinguishing heat 

rates, ramping capability and emission outputs. The marginal cost to dispatch for each unit is made up 

entirely of the fuel cost. The base natural gas price is $4.6/MMBtu and the base coal price is 

$2.3/MMBtu. A low natural gas price scenario assumes a price of $2.0/MMBtu. Capacity, heat rate and 

CO2 emission data are taken from eGrid [16] and EIA Form 923 [17]. Minimum generation levels, ramp 

rates, no load costs and startup costs are taken from [18] [14]. The system holds 6,295 MW of capacity 

which represents roughly 5.6% of 2012 MISO capacity. The system also contains approximately the same 

proportion of coal and natural gas as MISO in 2012. We assume a high wind capacity penetration of 

roughly 19% of total capacity, holding all other generation types constant. Other fuel resource mixes 

such as hydroelectric, solar, petroleum products and demand response are not included in the model. 

Load data was obtained from LCG Consulting [19] and forecasts for day-ahead load were simulated 

assuming a normal distribution with a zero mean and standard deviation of 1% [18] [14]. The average 

all-hour system demand is 3,908 MW, ranging between 2,311 MW and 6,731 MW. We set the spinning 

reserve requirement at 5% with reserve scarcity price of $1,650/MWh. The system penalty for under-

generation is set at $3,500/MWh and the penalty for over-generation is set at $500/MWh.   

The battery deployed in the system is a generic one; we do not examine one particular cell chemistry. 

The battery has an energy to power ratio of 5:1 and ranges in size between 10kW of power to 100 MW 

of power. It is dispatched into the system with a zero marginal cost. We assume there is no required 

maintenance overtime and that the battery can achieve full depth of charge and discharge without 

adversely effecting efficiency and cycle lifetime. The amount of energy in the battery can be represented 

as a continuous variable between [-1, 1] with -1 indicating a completely depleted battery, 1 indicated a 

completely charged battery, and 0 indicating a battery that is at mid capacity.  The battery does not 

require a full charge or full discharge when it is called upon. To examine the effects of varying levels of 
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roundtrip efficiency on electricity market outcomes, we conduct multiple system simulations where we 

hold the battery at 100 MW constant and vary the battery’s roundtrip efficiency to 80%, 90%, 95%, and 

100%. Importantly, our representation of the electricity system assumes power transmission constraints 

are never binding. The battery asset is deployed as one unit, in one location, through each size and 

efficiency scenario. Table 1 summarizes the different scenarios simulated. 

 

 

 

 

 

Methods 
 

We simulate the commitment and hourly dispatch of power generating units, assuming a production 

cost-based market clearing model. This means we assume that generating units offer to generate power 

at their marginal cost to an Independent System Operator. The system operator commits and dispatches 

units in a way that minimizes the cost of supplying energy and reserve requirements while abiding by 

technical and inter-temporal constraints for both generation and battery assets. The market clearing 

model is made up of a day-ahead unit commitment (DAUC) and a day ahead economic dispatch (DAED) 

model. A real time economic dispatch model was considered however ultimately not used for this 

analysis. The real time market clearing model optimizes the system over a ten minute increment which 

means that unless the battery can be charged and discharged within one time interval, it can never been 

dispatched. As the analysis assumes an empty battery at time zero, and charging or discharging can only 

occur during separate time increments, it is never optimal to charge, and thus discharge, in the real time 

markets. Future research may focus on incorporating the real-time market value of a battery system and 

providing the flexibility to charge and discharge within a particular time period. Further discussion of the 

Power Energy
Rountrip 

Efficiency
Gas Price

kW kWh % $/mmbtu

Scenario 1 0 0 n/a 4.6

Scenario 2 10 50 90% 4.6

Scenario 3 1,000 5,000 90% 4.6

Scenario 4 100,000 500,000 90% 4.6

Scenario 5 100,000 500,000 80% 4.6

Scenario 6 100,000 500,000 95% 4.6

Scenario 7 100,000 500,000 100% 4.6

Scenario 8 - - - 2.0

Scenario 9 100,000 500,000 90% 2.0

Power

RT 

Efficiency

Gas Price

Table 1. Nine primary scenarios analyzed. Four scenarios alter the capacity of the dispatch 
battery; three distinct scenarios alter the roundtrip efficiency of the battery, holding the 
capacity of the battery constant at 100 MW; and two scenarios consider a low natural gas 
price of $2.0/MMBtu.  
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additional value batteries may recoup in electricity markets can be found in the conclusion of this 

report. The DAUC and DAED models use day ahead forecasts of both load and variable wind generation 

to produce hourly commitment, generation and reserve schedules along with a market clearing price. 

The DAUC model commits the generating units for the following 24 hour period using day ahead 

forecasts and unit operating parameters. The DAED model commits the generating units for the 

following hour, optimizing over a 24 hour period.  The commitment schedule produced by the DAUC 

model are used as input parameters to the DAED model.  

Table 3 below provides the optimization formulation for the DAUC model and Table 4 provides the 

optimization formulation for the DAED model. The model is a modification of the market clearing model 

presented in Cornelius [13]. It includes parameters representing batteries operation in both the 

commitment and dispatch model. Analogous to the ramping constraints, or minimum down-time of a 

generating unit, the quantity of energy at any one given time in the battery is important to track. In 

order to simplify the model, this formulation assumes that at any given time interval, a battery may only 

be charging or discharging. The model does not allow for a charge and discharge within one time 

increment. As we limit the scope of this analysis to the day ahead market markets, our time increments 

are measured by the hour. The models allow for multiple batteries to be dispatched; however, our 

analysis assumes that each scenario and corresponding increase in battery capacity is represented by 

one battery unit. Future research may find it advantageous to explore the effects of dispatching multiple 

batteries into the system. The only two additional decision variables introduced to the conventional 

DAUC/DAED model are continuous variables between 0 and 1 representing whether the battery is 

charging or discharging at a particular time. The energy dissipated when electricity is transferred from 

and to the battery is measured as a charge energy penalty and discharge energy penalty and expressed 

as a factor. Table 2 below provides an overview of the battery parameters, system parameters and 

generator parameters along with the primary decision variables of the model. Text highlighted in bold 

represents the additional parameters, decision variables and functions that account for the introduction 

of the battery asset that are not accounted for in the baseline analysis of Cornelius [13]. 
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TABLE 2 
NOTATION USED IN MODEL FORMULATIONS 

 

 

 

* Used for system cost calculations  
# These decision variables are determined by the B-DAUC  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Indices 
u 
t 
n 
 
𝒊𝒃 
b 

Index for dispatchable unit, 𝑢 ∈ 1. . 𝑈   
Index for time interval, 𝑡 ∈ 1. . 𝑇 
Intermediate time interval index used for minimum up and downtime 
requirements, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑡. 
Intermediate time interval index used for battery storage 
Index for battery, b ∈ 1…B  

Battery Parameters 
𝑪𝑻𝒃 Total time intervals it takes to fully charge battery b  
𝑪𝑴𝒃 
 𝝁𝒄,𝒃 
 𝝁𝒅,𝒃 
𝑩𝑽𝑶𝑴𝒃 
* 

Energy capacity of battery b (MWh) 
Energy penalty of charging battery b*  
Energy penalty of discharging battery b* 
Variable operation & maintenance costs of battery b ($/MWh) 
 Inclusive of ‘pack’ and converter efficiency, not just cell efficiency 

System Requirement Parameters 
IntLength 
FDemandt 

ActDemandt 

Length of each time interval [minutes] 
Forecasted system demand  in interval t [MW] 
Actual system demand in interval t [MW] 

VForecastt 

VAvailablet 

SpinReqt 
ResResponseTime 
RampResponseTime 
 

 

Forecasted wind power in interval t [MW]   
Actual available wind power in interval t [MW] 
Quantity of spinning reserve required in interval t [MW] 
Time by which reserve from generator u must be deployable [minutes] 
Response time for ramp capability (used in day-ahead models) [minutes] 
 
 
 

System Penalty and Price Parameters 
OverGenPen System-wide over generation penalty [$/MWh] 
UnderGenPen 
SRScarcityPen 
MCPE t * 

MCPSRt* 
LMPt 

System-wide under generation penalty [$/MWh] 
System-wide spinning reserve shortage penalty [$/MWh] 
Market Clearing Price for Energy Market at time t 
Market Clearing Price for Spinning Reserves at time t 
Forecasts of electricity prices 
 

Generator Cost Parameters 
MCu 
SRCu 
NLCu* 
StartCu* 

Marginal Cost of operating dispatchable unit u [$/MW/interval] 
Cost of spinning reserve provided by unit u [$/MW/interval] 
No load cost (fixed operation cost) of operating unit u [$/interval] 
Cost of starting unit u [$] 
 

Generator Operating Parameters 
Commitu,t 
 
MaxGenu 
MinGenu 
PosRampRateu 
NegRampRateu 
MinUTu 
MinDTu 
InitMinUpu 
 
InitMinDownu 
 

SUIntsRemainu,t 
 
ShuttingDownu,t 

 
CO2Emu 

 

Commitment status of unit u in interval t (only a parameter in economic 
dispatch models) 
Maximum generation of unit u [MW] 
Minimum generation of unit u [MW] 
Maximum ramp-up rate of generator u [MW/interval] 
Maximum ramp-down rate of generator u [MW/interval] 
Minimum uptime of unit u [intervals] 
Minimum downtime of unit u [intervals] 
Number of intervals generator u must be up at the start of the 
optimization period due to its initial uptime [intervals] 
Number of intervals generator u must be down at the start of the 
optimization period due to its initial downtime [intervals] 
Number of intervals remaining until generator u should have fully 
started up and reached its minimum capacity level [intervals] 
Indicates whether the unit is shutting down and the minimum 
generation should be relaxed to 0 [binary] 
CO2 emission rate of unit u (lb/MWh) 

Decision Variables 

Genu,t* Average power generation of the coal plant in unit u in interval t [MW]  
SRu,t* Spinning reserve provided by unit u in interval t [MW] 
Commitu,t

#* Commitment status of unit u in interval t (only a decision variable in unit 
commitment models) [binary] 

StartCostu,t
# Startup cost of unit u in interval t [$] 

OverGent Surplus of generation over demand in interval t [MW] 
UnderGent Shortage of generation below demand in interval t [MW] 
UnmetSRt Shortage of spinning reserve below requirement in interval t [MW] 
VSchedulet,t Quantity of variable generation scheduled in interval t [MW] 
UnitRCUpu,t* URC supplied by unit u in interval t [MW] 
UnitRCDownu,t* DRC supplied by unit u in interval t [MW] 
𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒕 Charging rate of the battery b [0,1]. For instance, a 0 indicates there is 

no charging within interval t, a 1 indicates there is a full charge within 
interval t and a 0.5 indicates the battery charged 50% within interval 
t. Interval t in this analysis is one hour. 

𝑷𝑫𝒃,𝒕 Discharging rate of the battery b [0,1].  For instance, a 0 indicates 
there is no discharging within interval t, a 1 indicates there is a full 
discharge within interval t and a 0.5 indicates the battery discharge 
50% within interval t. Interval t in this analysis is one hour. 

Startedu,t* Start-up status of unit u in interval t of a given day d [binary]  
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TABLE 3                             TABLE 4 

                          DAY-AHEAD UNIT COMMITMENT MODEL                 DAY-AHEAD ECONOMIC DISPATCH MODEL 
    

Day Ahead Unit Commitment Model (DAUC) 

Min ∑ (∑ ((Genu,t) × MCu + SRu,t × SRCu + Commitu,t × NLCu + StartCostu,t)
U
u=1 +T

t=1

 ((𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒕 𝐱(𝟏 +  𝝁𝒃,𝒄)(
𝑪𝑴𝒃

𝑪𝑻𝒃
))𝐱  𝐁𝐕𝐎𝑴𝒃)  + OverGent × OverGenPen + UnderGent ×

UnderGenPen + UnmetSRt × SRScarcityPen)                                                                                     

(1) 

Subject to: 

∑ (Genu,t) + VSchedulet + (((−𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒕 𝐱(𝟏 +  𝝁𝒃,𝒄)(
𝑪𝑴𝒃

𝑪𝑻𝒃
)) + (𝑷𝑫𝒃,𝒕 𝒙  (𝟏 − 𝝁𝒃,𝒅)(

𝑪𝑴𝒃

𝑪𝑻𝒃
))  +U

u=1

UnderGent − OverGent = FDemandt      ∀ t                                                                      

(2) 

∑ SRu,t + UnmetSRt ≥ SpinReqt
U
u=1     ∀ t  (3) 

VSchedulet ≤ VForecastt  ∀ t  (4) 

StartCostu,t ≥ StartCu × (Commitu,t − Commitu,t−1)    ∀ u, t  (5) 
 

Genu,t + SRu,t ≤ MaxGenu × Commitu,t  ∀ u, t  (6) 

Genu,t  ≥ MinGenu × Commitu,t  ∀ u, t  (7) 

(Genu,t) − (Genu,t−1) ≤ IntLength × (PosRampRateu)  ∀ u, t  (8) 

(Genu,t−1) − (Genu,t) ≤ IntLength × (NegRampRateu) ∀ u, t  (9) 

SRu,t ResResponseTime⁄ ≤ (PosRampRateu)  ∀ u, t   (10) 

∑ (1 − Commitu,t) = 0
InitMinUpu
t=1     ∀ u  (11) 

∑ (Commitu,n) ≥ MinDTu ×
t+MinUTu−1
n=t  (Commitu,t − Commitu,t−1)  ∀ u, ∀ t ∈

{InitMinUpu + 1, T − MinUTu + 1}  
(12) 

∑ (Commitu,n − (Commitu,t − Commitu,t−1)) ≥ 0T
n=t     ∀ u, ∀t ∈ {T − MinUTu + 2, T}  (13) 

∑ Commitu,t = 0
InitMinDownu
t=1     ∀ u  (14) 

∑ (1 − Commitu,n) ≥ MinDTu ×
t+MinDTu−1
n=t  (Commitu,t−1 − Commitu,t)  ∀ u, ∀ t ∈

{InitMinDownu + 1, T − MinDTu + 1}  
(15) 

∑ ((1 − Commitu,n) − (Commitu,t−1 − Commitu,t)) ≥ 0T
n=t     ∀ u, ∀t ∈ {T − MinDTu + 2, T}  (17) 

Genu,t, SRu,t, StartCostu,t, OverGent, UnderGent, UnmetSRt , VSchedulet, 𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒕 , 𝑷𝑫𝒃,𝒕 ≥

0 ∀u, t  

∑ (𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒊) − (𝑷𝑫𝒃,𝒊) ≤ 𝟏
𝒕

𝒊=𝟏
   ∀ 𝐭  

∑ (𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒊) − (𝑷𝑫𝒃,𝒊) ≥ 𝟎
𝒕

𝒊=𝟏
   ∀ 𝐭  

 

(18) 
 
(19) 
 
(20) 

 

Equations 3 through 18 in Table 3 and equations 23 through 30 in Table 4 are analogous to the baseline 

models in Cornelius [13]. Equations 1 in Table 3 and 21 in Table 4 include the dispatch of the battery 

inclusive of the energy penalty to charge, and its respective VOM cost, in the objective function. 

Equation 2 in Table 3 and equation 22 in Table 4 add the additional net energy (kWh) to the power 

balance equation that the battery brings to the system if dispatched. Equations 19 and 20 in Table 3 and 

equation 31 and 32 in Table 4 account for the rolling quantity of energy (kWh) in the battery and ensure 

that the battery does not discharge more energy than it has charged over a particular time increment.  

Total system costs are measured as a function of a generator’s marginal cost, generation level, spinning 

reserves and startup costs. The revenue a generator receives is a function of the market clearing price 

along with any revenue they make from holding spinning reserves. Reliability is measured as the number 

of instances of under generation, over generation and un-met spinning reserves along with the 

magnitude, in MW’s, of such events in the system.  System emissions are a function of an asset’s 

generation and their CO2 emission rates.  

Day Ahead Economic Dispatch Model (DAED) 

Min ∑ (∑ ((Genu,t) × MCu + SRu,t × SRCu)U
u=1 + ((𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒕 𝐱(𝟏 +  𝝁𝒃,𝒄)(

𝑪𝑴𝒃

𝑪𝑻𝒃
))𝐱  𝐁𝐕𝐎𝑴𝒃) +T

t=1

OverGent × OverGenPen + UnderGent × UnderGenPen + UnmetSRt × SRScarcityPen)                       

(21) 

Subject to: 

∑ (Genu,t) + VSchedulet + (((−𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒕 𝐱(𝟏 +  𝝁𝒃,𝒄)(
𝑪𝑴𝒃

𝑪𝑻𝒃
)) + (𝑷𝑫𝒃,𝒕 𝒙  (𝟏 − 𝝁𝒃,𝒅)(

𝑪𝑴𝒃

𝑪𝑻𝒃
)) +U

u=1

UnderGent − OverGent = FDemandt      ∀ t    

(22) 

 
∑ SRu,t + UnmetSRt ≥ SpinReqt

U
u=1     ∀ t  

 
VSchedulet ≤ VForecastt  ∀ t  

 
(23) 
 
(24) 

 
Genu,t + SRu,t  ≤ MaxGenu × Commitu,t  ∀ u, t           

 
(25) 
 

Genu,t  ≥ MinGenu × Commitu,t  ∀ u, t     (26) 

(Genu,t) − (Genu,t−1) ≤ IntLength × (PosRampRateu)  ∀ u, t      (27) 

(Genu,t−1) − (Genu,t) ≤ IntLength × (NegRampRateu)  ∀ u, t  (28) 

SRu,t

ResResponseTime
≤ (PosRampRateu)∀ u, t                  (29) 

 

Genu,t, SRu,t, OverGent, UnderGent, UnmetSRt, VSchedulet, 𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒕 , 𝑷𝑫𝒃,𝒕 ≥ 0 ∀u, t   

 

∑ (𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒊) − (𝑷𝑫𝒃,𝒊) ≤ 𝟏
𝒕

𝒊=𝟏
   ∀ 𝐭  

∑ (𝑷𝑪𝒃,𝒊) − (𝑷𝑫𝒃,𝒊) ≥ 𝟎
𝒕

𝒊=𝟏
   ∀ 𝐭  

 

(30) 
 
 
(31) 
 
(32) 
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Indices  
u Index for dispatchable unit, 𝑢 ∈ 1. . 𝑈 
t Index for daily time interval, 𝑡 ∈ 1. . 𝑇 
d Index for days in study period, 𝑑 ∈ 1. . 𝐷 
b Index for battery, b ∈ 1…B 
a Index for years in study period, 𝑎 ∈ 1. . 𝐴 
Parameters  
U Total number of units in the power system under consideration 
T Total number of time intervals in a day 
D Total number of days within the planning horizon 
A Total number of years within the planning horizon 
Genu,t Energy produced by unit u in interval t of a given day d [MWh]  
SRu,t Spinning reserve provided by unit u in interval t of a given day d [MWh] 
Commitu,t Commitment status of unit u in interval t of a given day d [binary]  
Startedu,t Startup status of unit u in interval t of a given day d [binary] 
MCu Marginal Cost of operating dispatchable unit u [$/MWh] 
SRCu Cost of spinning reserve provided by unit u [$/MWh] 
NLCu No load cost (fixed operation cost) of operating unit u [$/interval] 
SCu Cost of starting unit u [$] 
GEmissions Emissions of operating unit u [lbs/MWh] 
MCPEt Market Clearing price of Energy in time interval t [$/MWh] 
MCPSRt Market Clearing price of Spinning Reserve in time interval t [$/MWh] 
DGCu,d Total cost of operating unit u in day d [$] 
DSCd Total cost of system in day d [$] 
𝑅𝐸𝑑  The number of reliability events in interval d [#] 
𝑅𝑃 The reliability price in dollars per event, currently set at $50,000/avoided reliability event 
𝑅𝐵𝑑  The reliability benefit in dollars in interval d [$] 
𝑆𝐸𝑑 The system emissions measured in million metric tons in interval d [MMt] 
𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 The price of 𝐶𝑂2 set at $40/ton 
𝐸𝐵𝑑  The emission system benefit [$] measured by the total system emissions multiplied by the price of 𝐶𝑂2 in interval d 
𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑏,𝑎 Annual Capital Cost of the Battery, by battery b in year a [$] 
𝐶𝐶𝑏 Total Capital Cost of the Battery, by battery b [$] 
𝐸𝐿𝑂𝐵𝑏 The effective lifetime of the battery, by battery b [yrs.] 
𝑃𝑉𝑁𝑀𝑏 The present value of net margins (earnings) for the battery, by battery b [$] 
𝑆𝐶𝑅𝑎 The system cost reduction, or avoided system cost, between two scenarios, in year a [$] 
𝑟 The interest rate set at 4% 

 
For purposes of the analysis presented in this paper: 

 u ranges from 1 to 43 (the number of generating assets in the market) 

 d ranges from 1 to 29 or 30 or 31 (depending upon which month is considered) 

 T has a value 24 (the number of hours in a given day 

 a ranges from 1 to 10 (can change based on effective lifetime of the battery) 

 b holds a value 1; only one battery asset is modeled 

 

Table 5. Mathematical formulation of system costs and benefits; economic benefits for the battery and 
battery investment over an assumed and modeled lifetime. 
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Results  
 

System Benefits 
 

The model is run for each hour for the months of January, April, June and October, which represent the 

four seasons and corresponding changes in electrical demand and wind power output. Results suggest 

that while the size of the battery has an effect on the system, any incremental differences in roundtrip 

efficiency have largely negligible impacts.  

 

 

 

 

 

                  

System Performance Relative to Battery Size

Total System 

Costs

Total System 

Emissions

# of Energy 

Scarcity Events

kW MW $mill mill mt #

0 0 277 8.77 23

10 0.01 277 8.76 21

1,000 1 277 8.76 21

100,000 100 276 8.78 17

Size of Battery Asset
Round Trip 

Efficiency

Total System 

Costs

Total System 

Emissions

# of Energy 

Scarcity Events

% $mill mill mt #

80 276 8.78 19

90 276 8.78 17

95 276 8.77 17

100 276 8.78 24

System Performance Relative to Roundtrip Efficiency

System Costs 
and Benefits 

Daily Generator Costs  
# of Over Generation, Under 

Generation and Unmet 
Spinning Reserve Events 

 
Daily System 

Emissions 

 

𝐷𝐺𝐶𝑢,𝑑 = ∑(𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑢,𝑡 ∗ 𝑀𝐶𝑢 + 𝑆𝑅𝑢,𝑡 ∗ 𝑆𝑅𝐶𝑢

𝑇

𝑡=1

+ 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑢,𝑡 ∗ 𝑁𝐿𝐶𝑢

+ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑢,𝑡 ∗ 𝑆𝐶𝑢) 

 

[33] 

𝑅𝐸𝑑

= 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑑 {

𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 ,
𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 ,

𝑢𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛. 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠
𝑡

} 

 

[37] 

𝑆𝐸𝑑

= ∑(𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑢,𝑡 ∗ 𝐺𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)𝑑

𝑇

𝑡=1

 

 

[41] 

Daily System Costs  
Monetized System Reliability 

Benefits 
 

Monetized System 
Emissions Benefits 

 

𝐷𝑆𝐶𝑑 = ∑ 𝐷𝐺𝐶𝑢,𝑑

𝑈

𝑢=1

 [34] 𝑅𝐵𝑑 =  𝑅𝐸𝑑 ∗ 𝑅𝑃 [38] 𝐸𝐵𝑑 =  𝑆𝐸𝑑 ∗ 𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 [42] 

Economic 
Benefits of 

Battery 

Daily Battery Earnings   Value of Battery Capacity    

𝐷𝐵𝐸𝑏,𝑑 = ∑(𝑃𝑑,𝑏,𝑡 ∗ 𝑀𝐶𝑃𝐸𝑡) − (𝑃𝑐,𝑏,𝑡 ∗ 𝑀𝐶𝑃𝐸𝑡)

𝑇

𝑡=1

 [35] 
𝑉𝐵𝐶𝑏 = (

𝑆𝐶𝑅𝑎

𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 (𝑀𝑊)
)

∗ 𝐸𝐿𝑂𝐵𝑏 
[39]   

Battery 
Investment 

Annual Fixed Capital Cost  Annual Net Margins  
Present Value of Net 

Margins 
 

𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑏,𝑎 =
𝐶𝐶𝑏

𝐸𝐿𝑂𝐵𝑏

 [36] 𝑁𝑀𝑏,𝑎 = (∑ 𝐷𝐵𝐸𝑏,𝑑) − (𝐴𝐶𝐶)

𝐷

𝑑=1

 [40] 𝑃𝑉𝑁𝑀𝑏 = ∑
𝑁𝑀𝑎 

(1 + 𝑟)𝑎

𝐴

𝑎=1

 [43] 

Table 6. Performance of the battery measured by total system 
costs in million U.S. dollars, total system emissions measured 
in million metric tons and the number of energy scarcity 
events. Results range from a system with no battery to a 100 
MW battery. Totals are an aggregate of four months, January, 
April, July and October.   

Table 7. Performance of the battery measured by total 
system costs in million U.S. dollars, total system 
emissions measured in million metric tons and the 
number of energy scarcity events. System is dispatched 
with a 100MW battery and varies by roundtrip efficiency 
from 80% to 100%. Totals are an aggregate of four 
months, January, April, July and October.   
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As presented in Tables 6 and 7, total system costs, as measured by the summation January, April, July 

and October drop by $1 million with a 100 MW battery. Similarly, the number of energy scarcity events, 

in this case the number of instances with unmet spinning reserves, falls from 23 to 17. While this pattern 

holds true for efficiency gains as well, there is little difference in system costs and emissions. Over 

generation and under generation events were not observed in either the baseline or subsequent battery 

scenarios. 

Figure 1 shows total system costs across seasons and the average electricity market clearing price (MCP) 

for all hours for the system with no battery and with a 100 MW battery. On average there is a 0.3% drop 

in system cost across seasons, which extrapolated out to an annual figure, equates to roughly a $2.8 

million dollar reduction. This is equivalent to a $28,000 dollar reduction in annual system costs per MW 

of battery capacity installed.1 Assuming an effective five year lifetime of the battery, a battery can earn 

approximately $140,000 per MW in avoided system costs which is between 9% and 33% of installed 

capacity costs depending on assumed capital requirements. This is represented by equation 39 in Table 

5 It’s important to note that this value does not include real-time energy market benefits, monetized 

reliability benefits or monetized emission benefits. Further discussion regarding the effective lifetime of 

the battery and assumed capital costs can be found in later sections of this report. While not as 

prominent as an increase in total capacity, improved roundtrip efficiency has a monetary impact. The 

estimated annual value of avoided system costs with a 100 MW, 100% efficient battery compared to a 

100 MW, 80% efficient battery is $226,000. Assuming an effective five year lifetime this translates to 

approximately $1.1 million dollars.   It is important to note that any change in the MCP does not 

translate to a corresponding change in system cost as the dispatch behavior of units, principally the 

quantity of energy produced, may have changed. We observe this most notably in January. Figure 2 

shows the same two scenarios however looking at the number of unmet spinning reserves and the 

average quantity of those unmet reserves.   

   

                                                           
1 This is not a linear relationship: as demonstrated with varying battery capacity, system benefits derived from the introduction 
of a 100 MW battery will be different than the introduction of a 1 MW battery.  
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We observe both a decrease in the number of unmet spinning reserves as well as a decrease in the 

average quantity of unmet spinning reserves. This is pronounced in July where system load is high and 

the introduction of the battery resources alleviates the MW magnitude of the unmet reserves. The 

average size of unmet spinning reserves, in either scenario, for January, April and October, are less than 

1 MW [an average of 0.1 MW excluding July]. This indicates that the spinning reserve requirement for 

any particular instance is very close to being upheld. While many of the results in this analysis are 

inherently dependent on the initial system parameters, we observe the results for reliability are very 

sensitive to the % reserve requirement and the monetary penalty for not meeting those reserves.   

 

 

 

Figure 1: System cost ($) and the average all-hour market clearing 
price ($/MWh) by month. The dark shades, for both axis, 
represents a system with zero MW of battery and the light shade 
represents a system with 100 MW of battery introduced. System 
costs and the average all-hour market clearing price represents 
aggregates January, April, July and October.  

Figure 2: The frequency of unmet spinning reserves and the 
average size (MW) of unmet spinning reserves, by month. The 
dark shades, for both axis, represents a system with zero MW 
of battery and the light shade represents a system with 100 
MW of battery introduced. Spinning reserves are set at 5% 
with a scarcity reserve price of $1,650.  

Figure 3: The system average market clearing price (MCP) ($/MWh), by 
month. The left portion of the x-axis demonstrates the change in 
increasing the size of the dispatch battery resource from 0kW to 100 MW. 
The right portion of the x-axis demonstrates the change in increasing the 
roundtrip efficiency from 80% to 100%, holding the battery capacity 
constant at 100 MW.  
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As seen in Figure 3, an increase in battery capacity and an increase in roundtrip efficiency (holding the 

battery capacity constant at 100 MW (i.e., 100,000kW)) have impacts on the MCP of the system. Both 

the effects of the capacity of the battery and its roundtrip efficiency are highly seasonal. In general, the 

introduction of battery storage, and more efficient battery storage, lowers the average MCP price and 

conversely total system costs, but there are scenarios in which that is not the case. As observed with a 

100% efficient, 100 MW battery in July, the average MCP actually increases. A perfectly efficient storage 

device, dispatched at zero marginal cost acts similar to a base load unit that is very advantageous for the 

system to dispatch frequently. As such, there are several hours in the month of July where certain 

natural gas fired units are offline due to the added capacity of the battery and it’s more expensive to 

bring them online to meet demand instantaneously than to absorb the penalty for not meeting a 

spinning reserve requirement. The addition of several high MCP hours due to unmet spinning reserves 

elevates the average monthly MCP.  

While aggregated system benefits may not produce a consistent picture, the dispatch characteristics of 

units offer a glimpse into how battery storage can impact energy markets. Examining the difference in 

asset generation from a cleared market with zero storage to a cleared market with 100 MW of storage, 

we observe that traditional generating facilities are affected. Battery storage appears to have the 

greatest impact on the generation profile of units on the margin. Similarly, units with fast ramping 

capabilities are also greatly affected as they have the ability to respond to changes in the resource mix 

quicker. Please refer to the Appendix for further detail and graphical representation of asset dispatch 

profiles.  

The economic viability of battery storage in energy markets must be examined both from the 

perspectives of the consumer and the perspective of the investor.  To take the perspective of an 

Independent System Operator, representing the interests of consumers to reliably meet electrical 

demand at the minimum possible cost (and minimum air emissions), we need to ponder the costs and 

benefits of the battery.   The only costs considered for the battery are capital costs, which are 

determined by its lifetime. Average reported lifetime of lithium ion batteries are just over ten years [14]. 

Assuming a battery has the performance capability of 10,000 cycles and based on the dispatch schedules 

observed in the simulation of the electrical system, we estimate the batteries would have a lifetime of 
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approximately five years. Our estimates of the capital costs of a battery vary between $400/kW and 

$1,400/kW2 as reported in the literature [20]. 

Table 8 shows the reduction in total system costs achieved with the introduction of a 100 MW battery, 

for different levels of roundtrip efficiency. We add a monetization of the reliability benefits (at 

$50,000/reliability event) and a monetization of CO2 emissions (at $40/ton of CO2).  As demonstrated in 

Figure 1 and Figure 2, we observe an improvement of system costs and reliability events; however, CO2 

emissions actually increase slightly in each efficiency scenario of a 100 MW battery. Table 8 

characterizes the benefits of system cost, reliability and emissions yielding positive values for system 

cost and reliability and negative values for CO2 emissions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Energy Market Capital Recovery 
 

While not the principle aim of this master’s project, we briefly examine the economic viability of 

conventional and advanced batteries from the perspective of an investor receiving revenues only from 

energy market payments. A commonly used heuristic to determine investment value is the net present 

value of earnings over the useful period of the battery life. Table 9 below shows the net present value of 

a battery investment four cost recovery scenarios with different assumptions on asset capital costs and 

assuming the only source of revenue is from electricity-price arbitrage in the energy markets. Table 10 

                                                           
2 Captures the effective range of installed capital cost of lithium ion batteries deployed on the market today based on [20].  

Round Trip 

Efficiency

Annual 

Reduction in 

Total System 

Monetized 

Reliability Benefits

Monetized 

Emission Benefits

Total System 

Benefits

% $ $ $ $

80 2,970,893

90 2,790,746

95 2,959,986

80 200,000

90 300,000

95 300,000

80 -293,051

90 -363,868

95 -244,262

80 2,877,842

90 2,726,878

95 3,015,724

Table 8. Monetized system benefits of a 100 MW battery dispatched at zero marginal cost with 
roundtrip efficiency ranging from 80% to 95%. Reliability events are monetized at $50,000/event 
and emissions are set at $40/ton. System costs are a function of the marginal cost to generate of 
each unit along with their respective generation.  
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presents the same scenarios however inclusive of the total system benefits to the revenue stream the 

asset has to recover their capital costs. 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       

 

Recovering capital costs in energy markets is challenging. The more a battery is used, the higher the 

revenue earned in the electricity markets. However, as the utilization of the battery increases, the life-

time of the battery is shortened. Column three in Tables 9 and 10 show the PV of net margins assuming 

batteries have a lifetime of five years. Assuming a fixed lifetime of 10,000 cycles and the calculated 

capacity factor of the 100 MW battery stays constant year over year, the battery would last for just 

under five years. Other studies suggest that while low, five years does fall within the average modeled 

lifetime of lithium ion batteries [10]. In a low natural gas price environment, the economics improve but 

are still too weak to return a positive net present value. In an extremely advantageous, hypothetical 

scenario, in which we amortize the costs over a ten year period, and still yield the revenues based on a 

the modeled performance, the economics improve but are still insufficient. Even if the total saved 

system benefits were included in the battery revenue, as demonstrated in Table 10, cost recovery would 

prove difficult unless capital costs were extremely low and the lifetime of the battery was protected.  

                                                           
3 The achieve a break-even present value of net margins, amortizing the capital cost over a five year period, the system would 
need to provide a payment of approximately $470,000 per reliability event, holding all else constant.  

Capital Cost of 

Battery

Assumed Life 

[Base]

Assumed Life 

[Low Gas]

Modeled Life 

[Base]

Modeled 

Life [Low 

Gas]

10 yrs 10 yrs 5 yrs 5 yrs

[A] [A] [B] [B]

$/kW $mill $mill $mill $mill

400 (10) 3 (24) (16)

600 (27) (13) (41) (34)

1,000 (59) (46) (77) (70)

1,400 (92) (78) (113) (105)

*Both scenarios use net margins from a 100MW asset with 90% efficiency

** Assumed discount rate of 4%

***Average Lithium Ion Battery is ~892/kW (DOE)

[A] Based on a 10 year ammortization period/lifetime

[B] Based on a 5 year ammortization period/lifetime

Capital Cost of 

Battery

Assumed Life 

[Base]

Assumed Life 

[Low Gas]

Modeled Life 

[Base]

Modeled 

Life [Low 

Gas]

10 yrs 10 yrs 5 yrs 5 yrs

[A] [A] [B] [B]

$/kW $mill $mill $mill $mill

400 12 25 (11) (4)

600 (5) 9 (29) (22)

1,000 (37) (24) (65) (57)

1,400 (69) (56) (100) (93)

*Both scenarios use net margins from a 100MW asset with 90% efficiency

** Assumed discount rate of 4%

***Average Lithium Ion Battery is ~892/kW (DOE)

[A] Based on a 10 year ammortization period/lifetime

[B] Based on a 5 year ammortization period/lifetime

Table 9. The present value of net margins of a 100 MW 
battery with 90% roundtrip efficiency assuming a discount 
rate of 4%. The net margins are function of the energy 
arbitrage revenue captured between charging during off-
peak hours and dispatching during peak hours. All scenarios 
amortized their costs based on four capital cost scenarios 
ranging from $400/kW to $1,400/kW. The first two columns 
represent a cost recovering period based on a 10 year battery 
lifetime. The last two columns represent a cost recovering 
period of five years, assuming a 10,000 cycle lifetime and a 
dispatch schedule analogous to the modeled dispatch of the 
100 MW battery. The base dispatch scenario assumes a gas 
price of $4.6/MMBtu while the low gas scenario assumes a 
gas price of $2.0/MMBtu.  

Table 10. The present value of net margins, inclusive of total 
system benefits, of a 100 MW battery with 90% roundtrip 
efficiency assuming a discount rate of 4%. All other assumptions 
are identical to Table 9.  
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Conclusion 
 

The introduction of a battery resource with improved roundtrip efficiency into a de-regulated electricity 

market has small effects reducing system costs. Our analysis shows that as the total capacity of the 

battery increases, the greater the system benefits; however, energy market revenues are still 

insufficient to recover capital costs. This is largely due to the expected lifetime of the asset and the 

amount of time an investor can recover their capital costs. The introduction of a battery does greatly 

influence the dispatch characteristics of existing units in the system, in particular the units that are on 

the margin.   

The effective lifetime of the battery is an important operating characteristic when considering how the 

battery is dispatched and where in the energy supply chain it is used. As demonstrated in this analysis, 

an asset with zero marginal cost being dispatched as base load, struggles to live long enough to recover 

its initial capital investment. Constraining the dispatch for peak power or ancillary services, where the 

MCP may be substantially higher, could be an effective strategy. The revenue potential if constrained to 

peak load may be the same, while total hours dispatched would fall, improving the lifetime of the 

battery. Revenue opportunities outside of energy markets include locational capacity, ancillary services 

such as frequency regulation or voltage control, and behind the meter services such as back-up 

generation and coupling with household renewable generation. It is important to recognize that this 

analysis restricts possible system benefits to the hourly economic dispatch in energy markets and 

excludes real-time benefits.  

The effect, while not enough to recover capital cost, suggests that system benefits can account for up to 

33% of a batteries total capital cost. Further opportunities to add to system benefit in the real time 

markets or ancillary service markets may continue to improve system performance. Additionally, while 

increases in efficiency show largely negligible effects in this analysis, avoided system cost over the 

effective lifetime of the battery may provide enough monetary incentive to invest in power electronic 

efficiency measures. As noted in the Results section above, an increase from a 100 MW battery with 

80% efficiency to 100% efficiency can yield just over a $1.1 million dollar reduction in system cost over a 

5 year period. Depending on the capital cost investment to improve roundtrip efficiency, this may be a 

worthwhile investment.  

A more realistic simulation of battery dispatch into energy markets would include binding transmission 

constraints. A battery with 100 MW of capacity would more than likely be made of up several assets 
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that can be located to effectively alleviate congestion and provide flexibility to the grid operator. This 

locational capability may provide value that our model does not capture. Similarly, market conditions 

outside of MISO such as ISO-NE or ERCOT, may be fruitful environments for further analyses. Natural gas 

pipeline constraints coupled with weather conditions in ISO-NE typically reveal several hours and days 

where real-time prices reflect a shortage of capacity relative to demand. The lack of a capacity market in 

ERCOT, and subsequently the absence of a price cap, reflect similar situations in which real time prices 

can be extremely high. Such market conditions may be beneficial for battery assets to capture value and 

alleviate constraints.  
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Appendix 
 

Figure A - Delta of Asset Generation (MWh) between no Battery and 100 MW Battery, January4 

 

 

Figure B - Delta of Asset Generation (MWh) between no Battery and 100 MW Battery, April

 

 

Figure C - Delta of Asset Generation (MWh) between no Battery and 100 MW Battery, July  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 Each point represents a generation asset and their size is dependent on their relative capacity. Points in blue are coal fired 

generation facilities and points in orange are natural gas fired generation facilities. Combustion turbines, combined cycles and 
steam turbines are all included in the orange data series.  
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Figure D - Delta of Asset Generation (MWh) between no Battery and 100 MW Battery, October 

 

 

Figure E - Delta of System Emissions (Metric tons of CO2) between no Battery and 100 MW Battery, by Month5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
5 Each ‘vertical’ axis represents a generating facility. As an example, the highlighted portion represents one unit, a coal unit in 
this case, and their corresponding delta in system emissions by month.  
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Figure F - System Supply Curve and Average Monthly Demand6  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
6 The highlighted portion of the supply curve represents the particular unit that experiences significant changes in total 
generation, and emissions, that was shown on Figure E in the Appendix. This illustrates that units on the margin, with significant 
capacity, and strong ramping capabilities, are subject to wide dispatch fluctuations with the introduction of battery storage 
devices.  
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